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Welcome

Russia and Turkey lead the way in Q1
thanks to massive domestic markets
While Western Europe continues to see the slower than hoped
for rollout of the assorted COVID vaccines, the leading aviation
travel markets in Europe are currently in the east of the
continent. As previously highlighted, Russia and Turkey, thanks
in part to their massive domestic markets, are coping with
COVID travel restrictions better than anywhere else in Europe.
This is highlighted by the fact that, according to The ANKER
Report’s European Airport Traffic Statistics (EATS) database of
over 400 airports, in January, six of the top seven busiest
airports for passengers were in either Russia or Turkey. This
comprised all three major Moscow airports, both Istanbul
airports and Pulkovo Airport serving St. Petersburg. In terms of
the busiest cities in Europe for air travel, Moscow leads the
way, ahead of Istanbul, Paris, London and Frankfurt.
In addition to the three Moscow hubs, the airport serving the
Black Sea resort of Sochi (home of the 2014 Winter Olympics
and the venue for the Russian Grand Prix) ranked 13th,
reporting passenger growth (yes, growth) of 45% compared
with January 2019. Just ahead of it in the rankings was London
LHR, for many years Europe’s busiest airport. Times have
indeed changed.
Although only Istanbul’s two main airports made the top 15,
other Turkish airports with significant passenger activity in
January were; Izmir (318k, down 64%), Ankara (311k, down
70%) and Antalya (293k, down 69%). Overall, Turkey’s airports
handled 5.2 million passengers in January (down 63%). Russia’s
top five airports alone handled 5.4 million, with the top 15
airports in European Russia processing in excess of seven
million passengers, confirming Russia as Europe’s leading air
travel market right now.

For comparison, Spain’s airports welcomed 2.8m passengers
(down 83%) in January, Germany’s airports
around 1.8m (down 89%), Italy’s airports
With Easter now just a few weeks away 1.6m (down 87%) and UK airports just 1.3
million (down 93%).

the hoped for recovery in the European
air travel market looks like it will be
delayed, particularly in western
Europe. With the notable exception of
the UK, the vaccination roll out is not
going as quickly as expected. Even in
the UK, leisure travel is still basically
banned until at least mid-May. But
with cases increasing again across
some parts of Europe, which
destinations will actually be open to
travellers remains unclear.

In this issue we again look at global
traffic trends and focus on the relative
success of Russia and Turkey. Plus
analysis of Ryanair in the UK, S7
Airlines and the European activities of
the three big Middle East carriers.
Despite all the challenges, we still have
analysis of over 30 new route launches
in the last four weeks.
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In most months, the domestic load factor has also been better
than the international load factor, with around 80% of seats
being filled on domestic flights since July.
Turkish Airlines operating most flights in Europe
Flight data in European airspace, tracked by Eurocontrol, has
consistently shown in recent weeks that Turkish Airlines is
operating more flights than any other carrier. In addition, in
percentage terms, it is now operating around 50% of flights
compared with the same period in 2019. This is a figure beaten
by only a handful of other carriers in Europe; fellow Turkish
carrier Pegasus Airlines (based at Istanbul SAW), Qatar Airways
and Norwegian regional carrier Widerøe (see graph on page 2).
According to the airline’s passenger statistics for January, it
carried 1.97 million passengers (down 65% compared with
January 2019) at a load factor of just over 60%. This makes it
Europe’s busiest airline, as Aeroflot Group’s figures were
spread over three carriers.
Since Turkish Airlines is kind enough to provide monthly
operational data by geographic region, we can track how much
and how quickly each of the regions have recovered. Not
surprisingly, the domestic market was the first to recover,
reaching 50% of the previous year’s figure in August,
September and October. Since then the domestic market seems
to have shown signs of decline, falling to just 35% of the 2019
figure in January 2021.
The European market recovered to around 30% of its previous
level by August, and has since stabilised that level. The African
market has been recovering gradually but consistently every
month, passing 40% of the 2019 figure in January. The North
American market has also seen a steady recovery. The Central
and South America region may be Turkish Airlines’s smallest

Aeroflot Group leads the way
With Russia’s airports welcoming so many
passengers, it may come as no surprise
that the Aeroflot Group has been doing
relatively well. It carried 2.36 million
passengers in January (down 43%), but this
was spread over three carriers. Aeroflot
carried 1.04m passengers (down 60%) at a
load factor of 70%, Pobeda carried 928k
passengers (up 0.5%) at a load factor of
90.3%, and Rossiya transported 390,000
mostly domestic passengers (down 31%) at
a load factor of 78%.
In the graph on the right we have tracked
Aeroflot Group’s progress since last
January by passenger numbers and load
factor.
Domestic
traffic
recovered
amazingly quickly thanks to Russians
forsaking their international summer
vacations in favour of staying closer to
home, with airports on the Black Sea and
the Caspian Sea benefitting significantly
along with Kaliningrad.
In August and September domestic traffic

Ralph Anker (ralph@anker-report.com) had virtually returned to 2020 levels

though October and November saw
relatively modest declines. December 2020
and January 2021 have seen the domestic
market pick up once again.
International demand picked up to around
15% of the previous year’s level in
September and has stayed at around that
level ever since as a result of the travel
restrictions imposed by Russia and other
countries.
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geographic market, but it has finally recovered quite
quickly in recent months after being completely nonexistent from April through to September. In January,
Turkish Airlines carried a modest 23,811 passengers on
routes to/from Central & South America but this was
down ‘only’ 37.7% compared with January 2019.
According to Cirium Data and Analytics, Turkish Airlines
was serving Bogota (3-weekly), Caracas (2-weekly) and
Sao Paulo GRU (3-weekly) non-stop from Istanbul IST in
January.
Turkey’s LCC Pegasus Airlines also doing well
Supporting Turkish Airlines in keeping the Turkish
market relatively healthy, is low-cost carrier Pegasus
Airlines. It reported carrying 1.05 million passengers in
January (down 59%) at a load factor of 74.6%. There
were 700,000 passengers on domestic flights (down
51%) at a load factor of 82.7%, while international
services transported 350,000 customers (down 69%) at a
load factor of 62.6%.
Ryanair traffic down 88%
Among Western European airlines reporting figures for
January, Ryanair carried 1.3 million passengers (down
88%) at a load factor of 69%, while Wizz Air welcomed
574,000 passengers (down 82%) at a load factor of 61%.
Sadly, IAG is only reporting quarterly figures for its
member airlines, while Lufthansa Group is still reporting
monthly data, but only at the end of each quarter. Air
France KLM’s website last reported monthly traffic in
March 2020 and has since also started only reporting on
a quarterly basis.
However, IAG’s Q4 figures showed that passenger
numbers were down 84.5%, with domestic (UK & Spain)
performing best at minus 73.3%. North America and Asia
& Pacific were both down around 94%. In terms of load
factor, across the group it average 45%, with domestic
again leading the way (at 60.5%) and North American
routes reporting just 26% passenger load factor. Looking
at the individual carriers, traffic was down 80% at Iberia,
82% at Vueling, 86% at British Airways and 94% at Aer
Lingus. In terms of load factor, Vueling was best at
60.4%, followed by Iberia (50.7%), British Airways
(41.8%) and Aer Lingus (20.9%). The last three will have
been operating many long-haul services primarily for
freight purposes, thus compromising their passenger
loads. In particular, British Airways’s cargo was down just
29% in Q4, despite a reduction of 72% in Available Seat
Kilometres (ASKs).
KLM sees cargo growth in Q4
Since the last issue of The ANKER Report four weeks ago,
Europe’s leading airlines have seen only relatively small
changes in their levels of operation. Among the basket of
12 of Europe’s largest pre-COVID airlines, Turkish Airlines
continues to lead the way in terms of level of recovery,
followed by KLM, Air France, Iberia and then Wizz Air.
Air France’s Q4 load factor was 48.4%, split between
short and medium-haul at 62.6% and long-haul at 45.7%.
KLM reported a 34.7% load factor in Q4, with long-haul
routes seeing a 31% load factor. However, in cargo
activity, RTKs (Revenue Tonne Kilometres) were up 2.4%
on a 20.6% reduction in ATKs (Available Tonne
Kilometres), resulting in a cargo load factor
improvement of 19 percentage points to almost 85%.
Among Europe’s major LCCs, the latest figures for the
week ending Saturday 13 March show Pegasus Airlines
at 66.0% of flights compared with the same period in
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2019, Wizz Air at 24%, Vueling 9.5%, easyJet 8.0%,
Eurowings 7.8%, Ryanair 6.8%, Volotea 6.5% and
Norwegian 5.8%. Although the assumption is that when
demand starts to recover it will be the low-cost carriers
that stand to benefit most, right now they appear to be
in virtual hibernation.
Global update

Curiously, on the international graph, Italy’s green line
has been ‘hiding’ behind Norway’s pink line with near
identical figures for November, December and January.
Domestically, China and Russia continue to lead the way,
followed by India and Turkey. For international travel,
the recovery has been strongest in the US and Turkey,
followed by India, France and Russia.

The graphs below have been updated for our basket of
12 countries to show the latest available monthly
passenger data. Note that on the international graph the
y axis only goes up to 40%, rather than 120% on the
domestic graph. However, this enables us to
differentiate more clearly between the various countries.

In December, both Australia and China continued to
report international traffic down well over 95%. These
countries are currently reporting very low new infection
rates, but despite this (or maybe because of this) they
seem uninterested in welcoming potentially infected
foreign tourists into their country.
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UK and French domestic recovery rates compared; France benefits
from overseas territories while Heathrow dominates UK’s top routes
Across much of Europe, domestic air travel is being
hailed as a potential saviour for air travel, at least in the
short-term. While in large European countries, such as
Russia and Turkey, domestic traffic has remained robust
in recent months, elsewhere the picture is less clear. In
this feature we look at France and the UK.
French domestic market stronger than international
Passenger data from DGAC in France kindly segments
domestic traffic into several categories; mainland radial
(routes to and from Paris), mainland transverse
(domestic routes not involving Paris), domestic routes
from mainland France to French overseas territories
(such as Guadeloupe, Martinique and La Réunion) and
routes within these territories.
As can be seen from the graph below, for much of the
last year all domestic segments were impacted in a
similar way, but there are a few outliers. For example,
last May and June, travel within the territories started to
recover sooner than routes involving the French
mainland. Then in August, when the recovery peaked, it
was mainland transverse routes that were doing better
than the other markets, down just 15%.
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The reintroduction of strict travel restrictions in
November heavily impacted the internal mainland
markets, but less so routes involving the territories.
However, all of the domestic markets, have performed
better than international demand (the black line), which
since last July has consistently been down over 80%,
with the exception of August where it was down only
73%.
With the French government’s bailout of Air France
apparently conditional on it abandoning domestic routes
(such as Paris ORY to Bordeaux, and Orly to Lyon) where
the high-speed TGV rail network is considered an
environmentally better alternative, it will be interesting
to see how the French domestic market recovers. The
Paris ORY to Bordeaux route had 10 daily flights and
welcomed almost 570,000 passengers in 2019,
representing around 7% of Bordeaux’s total passenger
traffic that year.
UK domestic traffic down over 70% every month
In the UK, according to CAA passenger statistics,
domestic traffic across all UK airports was down 97% in
June, 87% in July, 74% in August, 73% in September, 79%
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in October, 91% in November, 85% in December and
93% in January 2021. Given that Scotland and Northern
Ireland were able to apply different rules from England,
this created extra confusion in the UK domestic market.
A look at the top 15 domestic routes in the UK in January
2021 shows that services involving London LHR (shown
in red) accounted for seven of the top 15 routes. Belfast
BFS was involved in a further seven routes, leaving
Gatwick to Glasgow GLA as the only route in the top 15
not involving either Heathrow or Belfast’s main airport.
The route with the lowest drop-off in passengers was the
Heathrow-Manchester service, where demand was
down by ‘just’ 70%.
New routes from Teesside
Following the collapse of Flybe last March, Eastern
Airways and Loganair have been busy taking over many
of Flybe’s old routes. However, new routes have also
been started; such as Loganair’s services from Teesside
to Belfast BHD, London LHR and Newquay; Eastern
Airways from Teesside to Newquay and Southampton;
and easyJet between Gatwick and Aberdeen, a route the
airline last operated in February 2019.

3

Emirates, Etihad Airways and Qatar Airways have resumed many of
their European services; London Heathrow is #1 route for all three
For many years now, the Middle East big three (MEB3)
carriers (Emirates, Etihad Airways and Qatar Airways)
have connected many cities in Europe with their home
hubs (of Dubai, Abu Dhabi and Doha respectively),
providing a convenient way to travel to Asia, Australasia
and Africa. With virtually no domestic markets to
support them, all three carriers are heavily reliant on
international services, which have been hit particularly
hard by the COVID pandemic.
Qatar Airways looked to take advantage
Looking at schedule data since last April for these
carriers on their European routes, reveals how Qatar
Airways made a strategic decision to offer significantly
more capacity (and flights) in the early months of the
pandemic, compared with its UAE-based rivals.
While Emirates (19) and Etihad Airways (68) offered
fewer than 100 flights to Europe last April, Qatar Airways
offered a staggering 683 according to Cirium Data and
Analytics schedule information. Both Emirates and
Etihad Airways gradually ramped up European services,
so that by August they were offering the level of capacity
that they have, on the whole, been offering ever since.
Emirates increased European capacity significantly in
December and January, but reduced it again in February
as a ban on flights to/from the UK took effect.
Qatar Airways reached its European capacity peak in
June as its rivals were still planning their recoveries.
Since July, Qatar Airways has been offering around
300,000 one-way seats per month across its European
routes.
Heathrow was #1 route for all three carriers
For all three carriers, London LHR was the biggest
European route by capacity between April 2020 and
March 2021. While neither Etihad Airways nor Qatar
Airways faced direct competition on their Heathrow
routes, British Airways resumed its Dubai service in July,
competing directly with Emirates.
Passenger statistics from the UK CAA reveal how this
helped Dubai overtake Doha as the leading Middle East
route from Heathrow in July. While December was the
busiest month for all three routes, the Dubai route saw
an almost trebling of demand compared with November.
As revealed in Issue 65 of The ANKER Report, this made
Dubai by far the busiest international destination from
the UK in December (well ahead of Amsterdam) and
ranked third for the period April to December 2020,
behind Amsterdam and Dalaman. Doha ranked 13th for

the period April to December from the UK, but climbed
to fourth when looking at just December. In December
Abu Dhabi joined its MEB3 neighbours in the top 15 by
ranking 11th.

Qatar Airways is yet to resume service on over a dozen
European routes (including Birmingham, Cardiff,
Gothenburg, Nice and Sofia) and Emirates on 10
(including Istanbul SAW, London LGW, Nice and Venice).

Middle East carriers network resumption to Europe (April 2020 to January 2021)
Month

Emirates

Qatar Airways

Etihad Airways

April

Frankfurt, London LHR, Madrid

Amsterdam, Athens, Barcelona, Brussels,
Copenhagen, Dublin, Frankfurt, Helsinki, Istanbul
IST, London LHR, Madrid, Manchester, Moscow
DME, Munich, Oslo, Paris CDG, Rome FCO,
Stockholm, Vienna, Zurich

Amsterdam, Brussels, Dublin, Frankfurt, London
LHR, Paris CDG, Zurich

May

Amsterdam, Milan MXP, Paris CDG

Milan MXP

Barcelona, Geneva, Milan MXP

June

Copenhagen, Dublin, Manchester, Vienna, Zurich

Belgrade, Berlin TXL, Edinburgh, Geneva, Larnaca,
Lisbon, Prague, Warsaw, Zagreb

Athens, Madrid

July

Athens, Barcelona, Brussels, Geneva, Glasgow,
Larnaca, Munich, Rome FCO

Ankara, Bucharest, Istanbul SAW

Belgrade, Düsseldorf, Manchester, Munich

August

Lisbon, Oslo, Prague, Stockholm

London LGW

Rome FCO

September

Birmingham, Moscow DME, Warsaw

October

Budapest

November

Bologna, Düsseldorf, Hamburg

December

Istanbul IST

Kiev KBP

January

Istanbul IST

Source: Cirium Data and Analytics. Must have planned to operate at least 20 flights since last April.
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Latest European route news
Routes launched between Saturday 13
February and Friday 12 March 2021
Even during non-pandemic times, the period between
mid-February and mid-March is normally a very quiet
time for airline route launches in Europe. However, the
following new services do appear to have launched
during the last four weeks, but with the dynamic nature
of government lockdowns and travel restrictions there
is no guarantee that these routes are still operating at
the time of publication, and if they are, the frequency
may have been reduced. The competition information
is provided by Cirium Data and Analytics and relies on
airlines providing timely and accurate schedule data,
which, at present, is, regrettably, not always the case.
Aeroflot (IATA code SU) has begun weekly (Sunday)
service on the 670-kilometre route between St.
Petersburg and Minsk, the capital of Belarus. The
SkyTeam member will operate A319s on the route and
face direct competition from Belavia. Aeroflot already
serves Minsk 5-weekly from its main base at Moscow
SVO. Back in March 2019 this route was served 6-daily
by Aeroflot. Apart from Minsk, Aeroflot is currently
offering international flights from St. Petersburg to
Antalya, Berlin, Geneva, Paris, Tashkent and Yerevan,
all currently operated just weekly.
Air Senegal (IATA code HC) on 17 February launched 3weekly service from Dakar to Milan MXP. The 4,200kilometre is being operated by the African carrier’s A319
fleet which comprises two of the type. The airline also
has a fleet of two A321s, two A330-900s, two ATR 72s
and a 737-500 leased from Blue Air, according to
planespotters.net. Competition on the Milan route
comes from Neos, which offers 2-weekly service. Before
its collapse last year, this was also a route flown by Air
Italy. Air Senegal also currently serves Paris CDG (5weekly) and Marseille (2-weekly), while Lyon is served
via Marseille (weekly) and Barcelona is served via
Casablanca (4-weekly).

which also offers 2-weekly service (Mondays and
Fridays) at the start of the summer season, but this
increases to 4-weekly in July and August according to
easyJet’s on-line booking tool. Air Serbia (daily) and
SWISS (5-weekly) also currently link Belgrade with
Zurich, while easyJet also connects Belgrade with Basel
(2-weekly).

Belavia (IATA code B2), the national carrier of Belarus,
on 19 February began 2-weekly (Tuesdays and Fridays)
service on the 3,900-kilometre route between Minsk
and Dubai. It will operate the service with its 737-800s.
Competition on the route comes from flydubai (see
below) which launched a 3-weekly service the following
day. Since July 2019, Belavia has also added new routes
to Tashkent in Uzbekistan and Vienna. According to
Cirium Data and Analytics, Belavia’s busiest routes this

Air Serbia (IATA code JU) began linking Belgrade with
Geneva on 1 March. The 1,120-kilometre route will be
flown 2-weekly (Mondays and Fridays) using the airline’s
A319s. Competition on the route comes from easyJet
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month are to Kiev KBP, Moscow DME, Yerevan,
Istanbul, Warsaw, Kiev IEV and Moscow VNO.
flydubai (IATA code FZ) joined Belavia in launching
service between the UAE and Belarus, when it began 3weekly service between Dubai and Minsk on 20
February. Like Belavia it will also use 737-800s on the
3,900-kilometre route. A visa-free regime between
Belarus and the UAE has been in force since 16 January
2021. Citizens of Belarus can enter, travel and transit
through the UAE, as well as stay there without visas for
90 days from the date of entry. flydubai has developed
quite a network to destinations in the former Russian
states, offering flights to Almaty and Nur-Sultan (in
Kazakhstan), Baku (in Azerbaijan), Bishkek (in
Kyrgyzstan), Dushanbe (in Tajikistan), Kiev and Odessa
(in Ukraine), Tashkent (in Uzbekistan), Tbilisi (in Georgia)
and Yerevan (in Armenia). flydubai’s fleet now
comprises over 50 737-series aircraft, 37 737-800s, 11
737 MAX 8s and three 737 MAX 9s.

IrAero (IATA code IO), which according to Rosaviatsiya
ranked as Russia’s 17th busiest airline in 2020 with
592,000 passengers (down 35%) at a load factor of 63%,
recently launched a new weekly service on 3 March on
the 1,360-kilometre route between Cheboksary and
Krasnodar. The route is not flown by any other carrier.
Flights depart Cheboksary at 18:20 arriving in Krasnodar
at 20:20. The return flight departs Krasnodar the
following morning at 06:30 arriving back at Cheboksary
at 08:40. IrAero has a fleet of 10 Sukhoi Superjet 100s of
which four are currently parked according to
planespotters.net.
Loganair (IATA code LM), the UK regional carrier
headquartered in Scotland, launched a new domestic
route on Tuesday 9 March. On that day the carrier
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Latest European route news
commenced 6-weekly service between Teesside and
London LHR, a sector length of 290 kilometres. On
Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays the flight operates
in the morning, while on Thursdays, Fridays and Sundays
the service operates in the early evening. Frequency is
set to increase to 2-daily (on weekdays) from 3 May
according to the airline’s on-line booking tool. Eastern
Airways launched 5-weekly service on the route last
September using E170s. However, according to Cirium
Data and Analytics, they suspended their service in early
January. Before that, the route was last served by bmi
British Midland in 2009 with up to three daily flights.
Apart from Heathrow, Loganair will also be offering nonstop flights this summer from Teesside to Aberdeen,
Belfast BHD, Bristol, Dublin, Jersey and Newquay.

RusLine (IATA code 7R) celebrated Valentine’s Day by
launching a 2-weekly service from St. Petersburg to
Khanty-Mansiysk. Flights on the 2,110-kilometre route
operate overnight on Saturday/Sunday and Sunday/
Monday using the airline’s fleet of 13 CRJs (mix of -100s
and -200s). Its network from St. Petersburg currently
comprises seven domestic routes to some relatively
unknown destinations such as Lipetsk, Tambov and
Yoshkar-Ola. RusLine ranked 13th among Russian carriers
in 2020, transporting 375,000 passengers (down 41%) at
a load factor of 63%.
NordStar Airlines (IATA code Y7) recently added a new
weekly service connecting Moscow DME with Rostov-on
-Don and then Rostov-on-Don with Cairo. The Cairo
route faces no direct competition, but S7 Airlines (2daily) and Regional Airlines (daily) already connect
Domodedovo with Rostov-on-Don. NordStar Airlines
was Russia’s 13th biggest airline in 2020, carrying
877,000 passengers (down 32%) at a load factor of 68%.
It operates a fleet of seven 737-800s and five ATR 42s.
Nordwind Airlines (IATA code N4) introduced three new
international services to its network during the last
month. On 19 February it commenced weekly service
between Rostov-on-Don and Osh in Kyrgyzstan,
followed a day later by weekly flights to Osh from
Nizhniy Novgorod. Finally, on 22 February it launched 2weekly service from Mineralnye Vody to Istanbul IST.
None of the routes face direct competition. Nordwind
Airlines now serves Istanbul IST from six Russian airports
with a total of 19 weekly frequencies. The airline
transported 2.94 million passengers in 2020 (down 47%)
making it Russia’s seventh busiest airline. The load factor
was 81% (down nine percentage points).

Pegas Fly (IATA code EO), legally known as Ikar Airlines,
began two new routes recently. On 15 February it
started a weekly (Monday) service between Kazan and
Yerevan in Armenia, followed on 4 March by a 2-weekly
domestic service between Kaliningrad and Perm. Both
routes will be flown by the carrier’s E190 fleet and
neither faces direct competition. Its fleet comprises four
767-300s, three 737-900ERs, two 737-800s and six
E190s. At present only eight of the aircraft are in service
according to planespotters.net, of which four are E190s.
In 2020 the airline ranked 15th in Russia carrying 760,000
passengers (down 65%) at a load factor of 74% (down
from 83%).
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S7 Airlines (IATA code S7) has added weekly flights from
both Samara and Ufa, to both Bishkek and Osh in
Kyrgyzstan. All routes operate just weekly using the
oneworld member’s A320 fleet. Ural Airlines is the only
competitor on the Samara-Osh route. Incidentally,
Bishkek’s apparently confusing IATA code of FRU is
because the city was known as Frunze between 1926
and 1991, named after the Bolshevik leader Mikhail
Frunze. For more details on S7 Airlines see page 8 of this
issue.
Transavia France (IATA code TO) added five new
domestic routes during February. Four are from Brest to
Marseille, Montpellier, Nice and Toulouse and all will be
served 2-weekly initially. The fifth route is between
Montpellier and Rennes. All these routes were also
operated briefly over Christmas and New Year, but they
have now become regular services. The Marseille-Brest
route is currently served 3-weekly by Ryanair, but the
other routes currently face no direct competition. By
July, Transavia France plans to be operating 20 domestic
routes involving 12 French airports. The most weekly
flights will be from Paris ORY (53 departures), Brest (28),
Nantes (26), Toulon (24) and Biarritz (20). Orly to
Biarritz and Orly to Toulon will be served up to 3-daily.
These two routes were previously served by Air France.
The most domestic routes will be from Brest (eight),
Nantes (seven) and Montpellier (five).
Turkish Airlines (IATA code TK) on 11 March commenced
a new international route from its Istanbul SAW base to
Urmia in north-west Iran, not far from the eastern
Turkish border. Weekly frequency in the next few
months appears to vary between weekly and 3-weekly.
Flights will be operated by subsidiary AnadoluJet’s 737800s. The 1,405-kilometre route is not served by any
other carrier and is currently the Iranian airport’s only
international service, with all other scheduled services
focussed on Tehran. Turkish Airlines already serves
Tehran IKA from Istanbul SAW, while also serving
Isfahan, Mashhad, Shiraz, Tabriz and Tehran from its
main base at Istanbul IST.
Ural Airlines (IATA code U6) now serves Tashkent in
Uzbekistan from Rostov-on-Don. The carrier began a
weekly (Thursday) service on the 2,430-kilometre route
on 25 February using its A320 fleet and faces no
competition at present, though Uzbekistan Airlines has
previously connected the two airports. Ural Airlines
already serves Tashkent from Moscow ZIA (2-weekly),
Moscow DME (weekly) and has also previously
connected Tashkent with Ekaterinburg and Krasnodar.
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Utair (IATA code UT) launched a 3-weekly service from
Makhachkala on the Caspian Sea to Istanbul IST on 16
February. The 1,560-kilometre route is not operated by
any other carrier and Utair will use 737-800s on the
route. Utair’s other service to Istanbul IST, from Grozny,
currently served 5-weekly, launched at the start of the
W20/21 season. This brings to 11 the number of Russian
destinations currently served non-stop from Istanbul IST.
Utair’s other services from Makhachkala are Moscow
VKO (12-weekly), Surgut (3-weekly) and Sochi/Adler (2weekly). Russian government figures reveal that Utair
was Russia’s sixth biggest carrier last year, transporting
4.76 million passengers (down 39%) with a load factor of
79%.

Vistara (IATA code UK), the Indian carrier owned by
TATA and Singapore Airlines, added a second European
country to its network with the introduction of 2-weekly
(Thursdays and Saturdays) flights between Delhi and
Frankfurt in Germany, with the first flight operating on
18 February. Competition on the 6,130-kilometre route
comes from Air India (5-weekly) and Lufthansa (4weekly). The airline will use its 787-9s on the route, of
which it currently has two. Vistara launched flights to
London LHR from Delhi in late August 2020.
Wizz Air (IATA code W6) added three routes to Dubai
DXB in mid-February from Bucharest, Budapest and
Sofia. All routes will be served 2-weekly with the airline’s
on-line booking tool showing availability until the end of
March 2022. flydubai will compete on the Bucharest (11
-weekly) and Sofia (7-weekly) routes, while Emirates
already connects Budapest and Dubai. Previously, Wizz
Air had served Dubai DWC from Bucharest, Budapest,
Cluj-Napoca, Katowice, Kiev and Sofia.
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S7 Airlines is Russia’s leading airline in recent months; big domestic
network from Domodedovo and largest carrier at Novosibirsk
According to Russian government statistics, S7 Airlines
was once again Russia’s leading airline in January,
transporting 1.19 million passengers, down 13%
compared with January 2020. The other airlines in the
top five were Aeroflot (1.04 million passengers, down
60%), Pobeda (928k passengers, same as in 2020), Ural
Airlines (406k passengers, down 41%) and Rossiya
Airlines (391k passengers, down 31%). Pobeda and
Rossiya both belong to the Aeroflot Group, making it still
the biggest airline group in Russia.
Since the COVID pandemic began, S7 Airlines has
regularly been Russia’s leading airline as it has far less
exposure to the international market than the national
carrier. Last year the S7 Airlines Group handled 12.35
million passengers (at a respectable load factor of 73%)
down 31% from the almost 18 million handled in 2019,
when passenger figures still differentiated between the
main airline and its charter subsidiary Globus.
300% growth between 2005 and 2019
Originally based in Siberia, the airline was known as Sibir
Airlines until 2005 when it was renamed S7 Airlines. S7
also happens to be the airline’s two-letter IATA code.
Despite the global recession in 2008/09, the airline’s
passenger numbers grew fourfold between 2005 and
2019.
In 2010 it became a member of the oneworld alliance,
joining British Airways, Finnair, Iberia and Malev as
European members. Malev collapsed in 2012, the same
year that airberlin became a oneworld member. Sadly,
that carrier ceased operations in 2017.
S7 Airlines has been the leading airline at Moscow DME
for many years, though Transaero came close for a
number of years a decade ago. S7 accounted for almost
half of all scheduled seat capacity at Domodedovo in
2019 and almost 55% in 2020, when Ural Airlines (with
just under 20%) was its closest rival.
Domestic growth at many airports in 2020
Moscow DME is by far the airline’s busiest airport (with
6.2 million departing seats in 2020), ahead of
Novosibirsk (with over 2.3 million seats). The airline’s
focus on satisfying the domestic demand for more
leisure travel in 2020 resulted in significant year-on-year
growth at a number of Russian airports (shown in dark
green), notably Sochi/Adler (+39%), Mineralnye Vody
(+32%) and most significantly, Kaliningrad (+104%).
According to Cirium Data and Analytics schedule
information for March 2021, the airline’s busiest routes
are currently Moscow DME to Sochi (64-weekly) , and
Moscow DME to St. Petersburg (58-weekly). There are
currently five daily flights between the airline’s two
bases of Moscow DME and Novosibirsk.
International services ticking over
The leading international route at present is from
Domodedovo to Antalya in Turkey, operated 8-weekly. A
number of destinations in western Europe (such as
Alicante, Barcelona, Bari, Berlin, Larnaca, Milan, Nice,
Paris, Rome, Thessaloniki and Vienna) are all currently
served from Domodedovo with weekly flights.
Seasonal services to a number of other international
destinations are set to resume from Moscow DME in the
coming months, health restrictions permitting. These
include Cagliari, Catania, Naples and Olbia in Italy;
Heraklion and Rhodes in Greece; Paphos in Cyprus;
Palma de Mallorca in Spain; Reykjavik in Iceland; and
Bodrum in Turkey.
Maybe curiously, the airline has never served any
destinations in the UK. Maybe that will change one day.
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Corendon
... by Austrian’s Vienna hub route
KlagenfurtAirlines
dominated
Located in southern Austria, closer to the Slovenian capital
Ljubljana (50 km) and the Croatian capital Zagreb (170 km)
than to Vienna (200 km), Klagenfurt is Austria’s sixth biggest
city with an urban population of around 100,000. The airport
serving the city lies just three kilometres north-east of the city
centre.
During the last decade passenger numbers have fallen from
over 400,000 per annum in 2009 and 2010 to around 200,000
in the period 2016 to 2019. Between 2010 and 2016
Lufthansa terminated their Munich service, which accounted
for almost 100,000 passengers per annum, while frequency
and capacity was cut on other German routes to Berlin TXL,
Cologne Bonn and Hamburg, as airberlin withdrew from the
market, leaving Eurowings to operate these routes.
In 2010 Ryanair was serving Klagenfurt from four bases;
Frankfurt HHN, Gothenburg GSE, London STN and Stockholm
NYO. By 2016 all these services had ended leaving just
Austrian Airlines (serving its hub in Vienna) and Lufthansa’s
low-cost subsidiary.
Last summer saw the brief return of Ryanair with a weekly
service to Palma de Mallorca, while Eurowings’s network at
the airport now just consists of Cologne Bonn. easyJet, which
began serving Klagenfurt from London LGW with winter
seasonal services in W17/18, had planned to launch Berlin
service last summer, and then this summer, but the route is
not currently bookable on the airline’s website.

La Palma popular with German tourists; Tenerife TFN is top route
The seven Canary Islands are served by a total of eight
commercial airports (Tenerife has two). Santa Cruz de la
Palma, known more easily as La Palma is the second most
western of the airports and the sixth busiest of the eight with
almost 1.5 million passengers in 2019, the airport’s busiest
year to date. The 2,200-metre runway does not have a
parallel taxiway, limiting it to 10 movements per hour.
Traffic reached 1.2 million passengers in 2007 before falling
by over 30% to just over 800,000 in 2013. In the six years after
that, traffic almost doubled. Throughout this period,
international traffic has consistently accounted for between
20% and 30% of the airport’s total traffic.
Domestic traffic is dominated by the route to Tenerife TFN. In
2019 almost 760,000 passengers used this route, well ahead
of Gran Canaria (169k) and Madrid (145k). These three routes
accounted for the vast majority of domestic traffic at La
Palma.
The next busiest routes in 2019 were to Düsseldorf (served by
Condor and Eurowings) and Frankfurt (Condor) both of which
generated almost 40,000 passengers, followed by Amsterdam
(34k on Transavia) and London LGW (32k with easyJet and TUI
Airways).
In late January, after a few Christmas and New Year flights,
Lufthansa began regular service from Frankfurt, competing
with Condor, the only new service so far planned in 2021.

Lodz set to welcome SkyUp Airlines; Ryanair offering three routes
Located right in the centre of present day Poland, Lodz is the
third-largest city in Poland and lies around 120 kilometres
south-west of Warsaw. The airport serving Lodz, upgraded
with a new passenger terminal in 1997, is located just six
kilometres south-west of the city centre.
Passenger numbers reached a peak of almost 450,000 in
2012, having more than doubled since 2006. The main drivers
of this growth during that period were Ryanair and Wizz Air.
Ryanair was already serving Dublin, East Midlands and London
STN in 2006, but added additional routes to Bremen, Bristol,
Edinburgh, Liverpool, Milan BGY and Oslo RYG in the following
six years. Wizz Air launched its first services to Lodz from
Dortmund (in March 2010), Stockholm NYO (in December
2010) and London LTN (in September 2011). All have since
been abandoned as the airline focuses on its Warsaw WAW
base. Meanwhile, for S21, Ryanair has cut its Lodz network
back to just its three 2006 routes.
LOT Polish Airlines does not serve the airport but fellow Star
Alliance member Lufthansa began a Munich service in March
2018 using CRJ 900s. Unfortunately the route was suspended
in October 2019.
New routes with SkyUp Airlines to Ukraine (Kiev KBP and Lviv)
are set to launch this summer, while there are also set to be
charter flights to various destinations in Greece and Turkey. In
2023 Lodz is scheduled to host Routes Europe.
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Ryanair returns to Belfast City and Teesside; will serve 23 UK airports
this summer with Spain very likely to be leading country market
In 2019, the UK ranked third among Ryanair’s country
markets for annual seats, offering 26.6 million departing
seats, just behind Spain (27.7m) and Italy (28.7m).
However, if we look at just international seat capacity
then the UK (with 25.7m) jumps well ahead of Spain
(20.7m) and Italy (16.3m), highlighting Ryanair’s much
greater presence in the domestic market of these
mainland European countries.
#1 airline in UK for short-haul international seats
Ryanair was the leading carrier across all UK airports for
international short-haul and medium-haul seat capacity
in 2019, ahead of easyJet (22.4m) and British Airways
(16.9m). Fourth-ranked Jet2.com was some way behind
with 7.8 million seats.
If we include long-haul routes (those over 4,000
kilometres), then British Airways does beat Ryanair, as
its seat capacity climbs to 26.7m in 2019 according to
Cirium Data and Analytics. If measured by ASKs
(Available Seat Kilometres) then British Airways is almost
three times bigger than Ryanair in the UK market.
In terms of international short- and medium-haul seats,
Ryanair overtook British Airways as long ago as 2006. It
maintained its lead over easyJet and the UK’s flag-carrier
in 2020, and seems likely to do so again in 2021, though
that remains to be confirmed.
Ryanair served 21 airports in the UK in 2019
In 2004 Ryanair was operating from 19 airports in the
UK; Aberdeen, Birmingham, Blackpool (remember
that?), Bournemouth, Bristol, Cardiff, City of Derry, East
Midlands, Edinburgh, Glasgow PIK, Leeds Bradford,
Liverpool, London LGW, London LTN, London STN,
Manchester, Newcastle, Newquay and Teesside. Since
then it has started operating at other UK airports:
2005: Doncaster Sheffield
2006: Humberside, Inverness
2007: Belfast BHD
2014: Glasgow GLA
2016: Belfast BFS
2019: Exeter, London SEN
However, in 2019 it was no longer operating flights from
Belfast
BHD,
Blackpool,
Doncaster
Sheffield,
Humberside, Inverness and Teesside.
Belfast BHD and Teesside services to resume in 2021
Ryanair recently announced its return to Belfast BHD in
S21, offering eight international routes; six to Spain and
one each to Italy and Portugal. Given the relatively short
runway length at the downtown airport in Belfast, the
airline is likely to use 737-800s with Short Field Package
(SFP) capability.
When Ryanair previously served Belfast BHD (between
October 2007 and October 2010) it served only UK
domestic destinations; Bristol, East Midlands, Glasgow
PIK, Liverpool and London STN.
Another UK airport returning to Ryanair’s network is
Teesside (once known as Durham Tees Valley) in the
north-east of England. Flights to Dublin had operated for
many years but ceased in 2009, while an Alicante service
continued into 2010. Now, over a decade later, Ryanair
plans to operate flights, starting in June, to Alicante and
Palma de Mallorca, both routes operating 2-weekly. As a
result, Ryanair will now be operating from a record 23
UK airports this summer.
The busiest UK airports which it does not serve are now
London LHR, London LCY, Jersey, Southampton and
Doncaster Sheffield.
Spain and Ireland are leading country markets from UK
In 2019, Spain was Ryanair’s leading country market
from the UK with almost seven million departing seats,
representing almost 30% of the UK-Spain market.
Ireland, Italy, Poland and Germany round out the top
five. Then come Portugal and France.
Of the top 15 country markets, Ryanair is most dominant
to Ireland (52% of seats), Poland (51%) and Lithuania
(also 51%). On routes to France and Germany it
accounted for only 17% of seats, and only 10% of seats
to Greece. Among smaller country markets, Ryanair had
56% of seats to Slovakia and 51% of seats to Latvia.
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